
STREET SCENE EQUIPMENT,INC. 950-70745
365 McCormick Avenue 2005
Costa Mesa, Ca. 92626 MUSTANG

    Phone (714) 426-0590   Fax (714) 426-0591 REAR DECK LID WING
3 PC. KIT

     INSTALLATION  INSTRUCTIONS
NOTE: Fit all parts before painting ( See Special Instructions For Paint Prep. ) Parts that have been 
installed, preped, or painted are not returnable.

VERY IMPORTANT !  Read and understand all directions and check the following parts list before starting
installation. 

PARTS LIST
1  Street Scene Decal 1     Instruction Sheet 1   Deck Lid Wing Section Center
4    Screws PN 71834 1  Urethane Prep Sheet 1         RH Wing Section

1         LH Wing Section
5 PKGS       3M Adhesion Promoter 18 FT       1/2" Two Sided Tape

TOOL LIST
Automotive grade wax and Grease remover, Masking Tape, Rubbing ( Isopropyl ) Alcohol, Car Wash Supplies

  1.   Wash and dry back of car. Wipe area with wax and grease remover. Then wipe again with wax and 
         grease remover. This area can not be to clean.
  2.   Set wing parts in sun for about one hour.
  3.   Set the center wing section on the deck lid. Tape into position.
  4.   Set the RH and LH wing section to the rear fender corners. Tape into position.
  5.   Allign the three wing sections to a professional fit. Make sure the tips of center wing and side sections
        are alligned perfectly. If not continue to allign until all sections fit properly.
  6.   Use masking tape and lay a tape edge along the deck lid, adjacent to the center wing section. Do the
        same on the right and left side sections. Take your time because this will insure a proper wing fitment.
  7.   Follow the urethane paint instructions and paint the wing to match.

DO NOT REMOVE FOAM PIECE BEFORE INSTALLING

Screw Locations

Screw Location Screw Location

  8.   Refer to above picture and clean the tape area with wax and grease remover. Clean again. Wipe off 
        edge with alcohol. Apply the adhesion promoter to the area where the tape will contact wing. Apply the
        two sided tape to this lip. Cut tape so that there are no wrinkles. Refer to above photo's for location.
  9.   Clean the contact area on deck lid and body corners with alcohol to tape line applied on body in step
        six. Apply the adhesion promoter from tape line to 1/2" inch back.
 10.   Pull back the ends of the " RED LINER " on the two sided tape to create " PULL TABS " for use
         in step eleven.
 11.   Set the center wing on the deck lid all allign with the tape edge made in step six.Slowly pull back the
         red liner on tape while applyingpressure to wing. Do the same on the side sections. DO NOT RUSH.
         Once applied you can not re-adjust the pieces with out replacing the tape.
 12.   For added security a hole may be drilled into  the side section and a screw inserted.See the photo for 
         location. To do this you will have to remove the tail lamps and drill from the inside of trunk out. Two
         screws may also be installed through deck lid and into wing in the places shown in photo.
         DO NOT drill holes unless you are sure of their locations.
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